
         CASH EXCHANGE MACHINE (CEM)       

IN TODAY’S WORLD CUSTOMER DEMANDS AND EXPECTATIONS MOVE FAST 

Secure, Accurate and Reliable 
The Cash Exchange Machine (CEM) forms an integral part of an alternative delivery channel within 
Self-Service. Providing a convenient and flexible solution, it allows for the exchange of high denomination 
banknotes into low denomination banknotes as well as rolled and loose coin. 
 
Offering a Self-Service change solution for both notes and coins, the CEM releases staff from time consuming 
and costly cash handling duties and provides a full cash exchange facility for the banking, transport and retail 
sectors. 
 
Two versions of CEM are available, the 6-silo 4330 model and the larger-capacity, 8-silo 4380. Both offer  
identical functionality and maintain the same modular approach to future upgrades and connectivity. 
 
Benefits of Cash Exchange Machine 
 
 Simple and quick replenishment procedure for bank staff or CIT personnel 
 Compact design takes up minimal valuable floor space 
 Reliable technology ensures excellent availability and a low total cost of ownership 
 Fast, efficient exchange process and simple user interface 

ACKNOWLEDGED SPECIALISTS IN DELIVERING AUTOMATED SELF-SERVICE SOLUTIONS 



 SPECIFICATIONS        

Cash Exchange Machine (CEM) 

Capacity   The CEM can dispense up to 8 denominations 
    of rolled coin in a single transaction, along  
    with the option of banknotes and loose coin. 
 
    Capacity per silo 
 
      1 cent 164 rolls 
      2 cent 142 rolls 
      5 cent 100 rolls 
      10 cent 116 rolls 
      20 cent 82 rolls 
      50 cent 75 rolls 
      1 Euro 80 rolls 
      2 Euro 71 rolls 
 
Banknote Input  4-way acceptance, cassette capacity 1,200 
    notes 
 
Display   SVGA 15” LCD with touch screen 
 
Operating System Windows 7 
 
Cabinet   Rear-access - 3mm steel, UL291 safe option 
 
Size    1836(h) x 668(w) x 1050(d) mm  -  4330 CEM 
    1836(h) x 790(w) x 1050(d) mm  -  4380 CEM 
 
Weight   385Kg empty  -  4320 CEM 
    400Kg empty  -  4380 CEM 
 
 
Banking Automation is a recognised specialist in the design,  
development and assembly of self-service solutions. 

Banking Automation Ltd 
Unit 510, Eskdale Road 
Winnersh Triangle 
Wokingham 
Berkshire 
RG41 5TU 
Tel: +44(0) 118 969 2224 
info@bankingautomation.co.uk 
www.bankingautomation.com 

Up to 8 rolled coin silos 


